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Hi!
In this catalogue we present all of our products. 
For any doubt, do not hesitate to contact our sales department. 
Thank you very much for your attention. 
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LIFTTECHNIK is a company specialised in the manufacturing
lifts since 1996.

One of the strengths of the company is its large work-force
that combines youth, experience and ability.
One of our top priorities is our close collaboration with custo-
mers and suppliers, which allows us to provide flexible
solutions with a direct engagement.

We have a wide range of solutions such as low speed
lifts, high capacity lifts, car lifts and elevators
available in both electric and hydraulic mechanism.
At LIFTTECHNIK our technical department uses the most
advanced 3D design programmers for the design of all our
products.

Manufacturing Solutions
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Headquarters (Getafe - Madrid - Spain)

Our main office is located in Getafe, Madrid; where the 
different departments for management, administration, 
commercial and quality control are centralised. This office 
also houses our research and development department 
where our team of designers and engineers work together 
to develop new products and an array of electrical com-
ponents.

Our facilities also boast a components warehouse which is 
served logistically by our own fleet for the domestic distri-
bution of our products.

Factory (Villarrubio - Cuenca - Spain)
Our factory is located in Villarrubio, Cuenca; and encompasses a large warehouse of 7,000 square meters. Our 
manufacturing, engineering and logistics department are also located here.

Our factory is manpowered by a large, dedicated and qualified team, who operate our state-of-the-art machinery; 
which receives continuous investment from our side. This allows us to manufacture all products requested by our diffe-
rent customers.

In addition, we have several test towers with lifts installed on self-supporting structures; which enables us to perform 
trial tests on new products.
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With an exhaustive control system of its stock, 
LIFTTECHNIK is always ready to supply your material in 
short times.

Stock

Manufacturing

Using latest generation machinery,
LIFTTECHNIK manufactures the mechanical parts of the 

elevator according to the designs made in 3D.

After passing through the shear, punch and folder, all 
the pieces are painted in the paint oven.
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LIFTTECHNIK works with a Quality system 
that fit to the customer needs. We offer 
high adaptability and custom fabrication 
with short time of reaction without falling 
into excessive bureaucratization, . In 
addition, the company is certified accor-
ding to the EN ISO 9001: 2008 standard 
and has the Certification for the design 
and manufacture of lifts according to the 
European Directive on lifts 2014/33 / EU 
annex XI, module H1

LIFTTECHNIK has been the first Spanish 
company to obtain the Certification for 
the Directive 2006/42 / CE relative to 
machines Module X, with which we can, 
in an agile and fast way, design an 

supply any type of machine.

Quality

LIFTTECHNIK has obtained the UNE-EN 
1090-1 Certification “Execution of steel 
and aluminum structures. Part 1: Require-
ments for the conformity assessment of 
structural components ”, by OCA CERT.
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Palacio Ducal 
(Gandía - Valencia - Spain)
Easylift SCM 1.125 kgs. 
Full panoramic cabin
Full glass doors

Cambambe Dam
(Cambambe - Angola)

Easylift SCM lift 1,000 kgs.
135mts. travel

Speed: 1.60 m / s

Ham drying plant
(Guijuelo - Salamanca - Spain)

Hydraulic elevator 7,500 kgs.
5 m of cabin height, suspended load

Mestalla Football Stadium 
(Valencia - Spain)

Electric elevators VVVF 1.60m / s

Molynor molybdenum processed plant 
(Antofagasta - Chile)
Forklift elevators 2,000 kgs.
33 m. IP-67 protection path

Reference cases08
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EAEASYLIFT
Electric lift without machine room and gantry chassis with lateral counterweight.

It is a lift that combines the ease of assembly of a traditional electric elevator with the conveniece of the highest 
technology. The high quality and finishes of all it´s component make this equipment incomparable in value for money. 

Gearless machine. Permanent magnet synchronous motor. Special traction cables 
of 6.5 mm diameter.

Gantry Car and 2:1 Counterweight Chassis.

Easy installation, similar to conventional lifts.

Fastenings every 3,000 mm.

Minimum energy consumption and maximum performance.

Possibility of supply with 220 Vac single-phase voltage for lifts up to 450 kg with a 
speed of 1 m / s (2200 w) and up to 0.50 m / s for 630 kg.

In addition, with the energy recovery system and batteries, which we can optiona-
lly supply, we can reach 750 kg with 220 Vac single-phase voltage.

Very low noise level.

Vibration level less than 0.75 mm / s.

Complete automatic rescue system using UPS. In the event of a power failure, the 
car will move to the nearest level and open the doors.
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Useful load
Speed
Power
Maximum travel
Cavity/Pit
Headroom

Up to 2.000 kgs
Up to 1,60 m/s

From 2,2 to 15 cv
80 mts

        Standard 1.100 mm / up to 375 mm with compensatory measures.
  Standard 3.600 mm / up to 3.000 mm with compensatory measures.

General Characteristics

Technical specifications
Usefull Load

(KG) 320 450 630 750 1000 1250 1600

Capacity
(persons) 4 6 8 10 13 16 21

Suspension 2:1

Speed 1 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 2,5 (3,4) 3,2 (4,3) 4,2 (5,7) 5,4 (7,3) 7,1 (9,6) 9,0 (12,2) 10,7 (14,5)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 210 210 240 240 240 320 320

Nº & Ø Cables
(mm) 4x6,5 5x6,5 6x6,5 7x6,5 9x6,5 8x8 10x8

Car guide rails T-82/9 T-82/9 T-82/9 T-82/9 T-90/16 T-127/16 T-127/16

CntrWgt. 
guide rails

T-45/5 T-45/5 T-45/5 T-45/5 T-70/9 T-70/9 T-70/9

Distance
between fastenings 2.800 mm

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

300 KG 1450x1300

630 KG

1000 KG

1600 KG

1700x1700

2100x2000

2300x2500 1600x2200

1400x1700

1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

1000

1200

195

195

220

250

100

100

100

100

405

405

450

500

450 KG

750 KG

1250 KG

1600x1600

1900x1800

2100x2400 1400x2100

1300x1500

1020x1250 800

900

1000

195

195

250

100

100

100

405

405

500

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our technical department.

External dimensions of the cabin. For useful measures, thickness of chosen decoration to be deduced.

For double boarding 180º add 100mm to the bottom of the hole
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Other configurations

EA2 EASYLIFT 2 - REDUCED HEADROOM

This configuration is designed for elevators with reduced headroom, it carries the car pulleys in the lower part of 
the chassis in order to achieve the most free part in the upper part of the shaft. Up to 3,000mm headroom can be 
achieved.

EA3 EASYLIFT 3 - REDUCED PIT

With this configuration we can achieve up to 375mm of pit with compensatory measures according to EN 81-21. 
The pulleys and the car safety gear are located in the upper part of the chassis.
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EAFR EASYLIFT - LIFT SHAFT WITH REDUCED DEPTH

As it is a gantry chassis, we can achieve a very wide car without worrying about the bottom of the shaft being 
small, since the cabin is surrounded by the chassis.

EACC EASYLIFT WITH MACHINE ROOM

With the same 2:1 configuration and lateral counterweight, this type of elevator can be configured for upgrades 
/ reforms with a machine room and a Gearless machine. To do this, we will place a base/bench with the fixed 
points placed on the floor of the room. In addition, both the Easylift 2 (reduced head) and the Easylift 3 (low pit) 
can be configured.
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Gearless machine. permanent magnet synchronous motor. Special traction cables
of 6.5 mm diameter.

The car uses inverted guides rails and a backpack type chassis, counterweight 
inside the car guide rails.

The distance between wall and cabin is 300 mm in cars up to 600 kg.

E+ECO+
Electric lift without machine room and lateral chassis with inverted guide rails.

Minimum energy consumption and maximum performance.

Possibility of supply with 220 Vac single-phase voltage for lifts up to 450 kg with a
speed of 1 m / s (2200 w) and up to 0.50 m / s for 630 kg.

In addition, with the energy recovery system and batteries, which we can optiona-
lly supply, we can reach 750 kg with 220 Vac single-phase voltage.

Very low noise level.

Vibration level less than 0.75 mm / s.

Complete automatic rescue system using UPS. In the event of a power failure, the
car will move to the nearest level and open the doors.

Electric lift without machine room that  reaches a 200 mm pit up to 450kg specially designed for renovations of existing 
buildings. Thanks to this configuration, we are able to optimize the shaft in the same way as hydraulic lifts with the advanta-
ges of electric lifts with gearless machines.
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Useful load
Speed
Power
Maximum travel
Cavity/Pit
Headroom     
      

Up to 750 kgs
Up to 1,60 m/s

From 2,2 to 7,3cv
50 mts

       Standard 1.100 mm / up to 200 mm with compensatory measures
Standard 3.600 mm / up to 3.200 mm with compensatory measures

Características generales

Technical specifications
Usefull Load

(KG) 225 320 375 450 525 630 750

Capacity
(persons) 3 4 5 6 7 8 10

Suspension 1:1

Speed 1 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 1,6 (2,2) 2 (2,7) 2,5 (3,4) 3 (4,1) 3,7 (5) 4,4 (6) 5,5 (7,5)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 210 210 240 240 240 240 240

Nº & Ø Cables
(mm) 4x6,5 5x6,5 6x6,5 7x6,5 8x6,5 9x6,5 10x6,5

Car guide rails

CntrWgt.
guide rails

T-45/5

Distance
between fastenings 1.500 mm

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1250x1100

375 KG

525 KG

750 KG

1400x1300

1600x1600

1900x1700 1400x1400

1100x1300

1000x1000

850x800 700

800

800

900

100

100

80

80

100

100

100

100

300

300

300

420

300 KG

450 KG

630 KG

1300x1300

1450x1550

1600x1700 1100x1400

1050x1250

900x1000 700

800

800

100

100

80

100

100

100

300

300

300

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our technical department.

External dimensions of the cabin. For useful measures, thickness of chosen decoration to be deduced.

For double boarding 180º add 100 mm to the bottom of the hole

For double boarding 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

T-90/16
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E+2 ECO+ 2 - REDUCED HEADROOM
Headroom

E+3 ECO+ 3 - REDUCED PIT

Other configurations

This configuration is intended for lifts with reduced headroom with compensatory measures according to EN 81-21.

With this configuration we can achieve up to 200mm of pit with compensatory measures according to EN 81-21.

16
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E+S ECO+ SLIM - LIFT SHAFT WITH REDUCED WIDTH

For particularly narrow gaps, we can configure the position of the chassis by placing the cabin in front of the coun-
terweight to achieve the smallest possible width.

E+CC ECO+ WITH MACHINE ROOM

With the same configuration as before, inverted guide rails for the counterweight, we can achieve a larger cabin 
than with the standard configuration of counterweight in the back and we can also implement the compensa-
tory measures of low pit or flight if necessary, which makes it the best option to drop another level. With the possibi-
lity of geared or gearless machine.
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CCMCCM
Electric lift with machine room

Ease of assembly.

Electric lift with standard machine room. Traditional configuration.

Geared machine 1: 1 high resistance. Possibility of placing gearless machine, with 
permanent magnet synchronous motor.

Gantry type car chassis in 1: 1.

Fastenings every 3,000mm.

Consumption lower than hydraulic lifts.

In the case of gearless machines:
- Minimum energy consumption and maximum performance.

- Possibility of supply with 220 Vac single-phase voltage for lifts up to 450 kg with a 
speed of 1 m / s (2200 w) and up to 0.50 m / s for 630 kg.

Possibility of incorporating a complete automatic rescue system through UPS. In the 
event of a power failure, it will move from the car to the nearest level and open the 
doors.
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Useful load
Speed
Power
Maximum travel
Cavity/Pit
Headroom     
      

 Up to 2.000 kgs
Up to 1,60 m/s

From 5,5 to 25 cv
100 mts

Standard 1.100 mm / up to 375 mm with compensatory measures.
Standard 3.600 mm / up to 2.900 mm with compensatory measures.

General Characteristics

Technical specifications

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our technical department.

External dimensions of the cabin. For useful measures, thickness of chosen decoration to be deduced.

For double boarding 180º add 100 mm in depth and 250 mm in width.

For double boarding 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Usefull Load
(KG) 320 450 630 750 1000 1250 1600

Capacity
(persons) 4 6 8 10 13 16 21

Suspension 1:1

Speed 1 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 4,0 (5,5) 4,8 (6,5) 6,0 (8,1) 7,5 (10,2) 9,0 (12,2) 11,0 (14,9) 16,5 (22,4)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 520 420 450 520 480 480 650

Nº & Ø Cables
(mm) 4x8 4x9 4x10 4x12 6x12 8x12 10x12

Car guide rails T-70/9 T-70/9 T-82/9 T-82/9 T-90/16 T-127/16 T-127/16

CntrWgt.
guide rails

T-45/5 T-45/5 T-45/5 T-45/5 T-70/9 T-70/9 T-70/9

Distance
between fastenings 3.000 mm

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W1(mm) W2(mm) L(mm)

300 KG 1350x1350

630 KG

1000 KG

1600 KG

1500x1850

1800x2250

2150x2800 1600x2200

1400x1700

1100x1400

1000x900 700

800

1000

1200

175

175

200

250

175

175

200

250

250

250

350

400

450 KG

750 KG

1250 KG

1500x1700

1650x1950

1900x2650 1400x2100

1300x1500

1050x1250 800

900

1000

175

175

250

175

175

250

250

300

350
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Other configurations

CCM3 CCM  3 - REDUCED PIT

With this configuration we can achieve up to 375mm of pit with compensatory measures according to EN 81-21. 
Cabin parachutes are located on the top of the chassis.

CCML CCML- LATERAL COUNTERWEIGHT

For cases in which a 180º double boarding is needed or for gaps with shafts wider than deeper, this is the best 
solution.
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EACC EASYLIFT WITH MACHINE ROOM

With the same 2:1 configuration and lateral counterweight, this type of elevator can be configured for upgrades 
/ reforms with a machine room and a Gearless machine. To do this, we will place a base/bench with the fixed 
points placed on the floor of the room. In addition, both the Easylift 2 (reduced head) and the Easylift 3 (low pit) 
can be configured.

E+CC ECO+ WITH MACHINE ROOM

With the same configuration as before, inverted guide rails for the counterweight, we can achieve a larger cabin 
than with the standard configuration of counterweight in the back and we can also implement the compensa-
tory measures of low pit or flight if necessary, which makes it the best option to drop another level. With the possibi-
lity of geared or gearless machine.
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Maximum lift shaft optimization.

Possibility of low pit and / or reduced free top space for existing buildings (accor-
ding to EN 81-21)

Electronic valve group with stepper motor,
offering comparable speed change and comfort
to equipment with a frequency inverter.

Higher performance with reduced supplied power
up to forty percent compared to mechanical valves.

Considerable noise reduction compared to the hydraulic machines
with conventional valves

Emergency lowering system in case of power failure, with the option of automatic 
doors opening.

HIDHYDRAULIC
Hydraulic lift.

Hydraulic lift, the most versatile. Multiple configurations, from 100KG payload to 2,000KG in a single piston and up to 
10,000KG with double piston.
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Useful load
Speed
Power
Maximum travel
Cavity/Pit
Headroom

Up to 10.000 kgs
Up to 0,63 m/s

From 10,5 to 60 cv
 24 mts

       Standard 1.100 mm / up to 200 mm with compensatory measures
Standard 3.400 mm / up to 2.600 mm with compensatory measures

Technical specifications

Technical specifications

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our technical department.

External dimensions of the cabin. For useful measures, thickness of chosen decoration to be deduced.

For double boarding 180º add 100 mm to the bottom of the hole

For double boarding 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Usefull Load
(KG) 320 450 630 750 1000 1250 1600

Capacity
(persons) 4 6 8 10 13 16 21

Suspension 1:1 / 2:1

Speed 0,63 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 7,7 (10,5) 9,5 (13,0) 11,0 (15,0) 12,5 (17,0) 18,4 (25,0) 22,0 (30,0) 29,4 (40,0)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 320 360 400 400 480 480 520

Nº & Ø Cables
(mm) 4x8 4x9 4x10 6x10 4x12 4x12 4x13

Car guide rails T-70/9 T-82/9 T-90/16 T-90/16 T-127/16 T-127/16 T-127/16

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

300 KG 1300x1300

630 KG

1000 KG

1600 KG

1500x1700

1950x2000

2150x2500 1600x2200

1400x1700

1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

1000

1200

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

300

300

450

450

450 KG

750 KG

1250 KG

1450x1550

1800x1800

1950x2400 1400x2100

1300x1500

1050x1250 800

900

1000

100

100

100

100

100

100

300

400

450

Distance
between fastenings 1.500 mm
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HYDRAULIC - REDUCED HEADROOM

This configuration is designed for lifts with reduced headroom, with double pulley chassis, we can achieve up to 
2,550mm of reduced headroom up to 630kg, according to EN 81-21

HID2

HID3 HYDRAULIC - REDUCED PIT

Other configurations

With this configuration we can achieve, in lifts up to 630kg, up to 200 mm pit with compensatory measures accor-
ding to EN 81-21.
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HYDRAULIC - ROTATED PULLEY

By rotating the head pulley, we can reduce the necessary shaft width up to 650 mm. Compensatory measures for 
for low pit up to 200 mm can also be implemented, according to EN 81-21.

HYDRAULIC - BIG LOADS

We can reach up to 2,000kgs of payload with a single piston and up to 10,000kgs with a double piston.

HIDPG

HIDGC
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LOW SPEED LIFTS
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Emergency lowering system in case of power failure, with option to open automa-
tic doors, if applicable.

HIBHIBRILIFT
Low speed hydraulic lift 0.15 m/s.

Low speed lift 0.15 m/s hydraulic. The most versatile, where performance and design come together to achieve a unique 
and exclusive product. A personalized study of each installation allows us to obtain the best result for each client.

Maximum lift shaft optimization.

Possibility of special pit of up to 100mm and headroom of 2,250mm without doors 
in the cabin, up to 150mm of pit and 2,500mm of headroom with automatic doors.

The included 2-speed valve group, similar to that used in higher speed elevators, 
offering comfort and speed change similar to the equipment with a frequency 
inverter.

Low noise level.
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 Up to 385 kgs
0,15 m/s

3 cv
18 mts

      Standard 200 mm / up to 100 mm without car doors / 150mm autom.
Up to 2.250 mm without car doors / 2.500mm autom.

Useful load
(KG) 225 320 385

Capacity
(persons) 3 4 5

Suspension 2:1

Speed 0,30 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 2,2 (3,0)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 320 320 320

Nº y Ø Cables
(mm) 4x8 4x8 4x8

Guide rails

Distance
between fastenings 1.500 mm

T-82/9

2,2 (3,0) 2,2 (3,0)

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1220x1160

385 KG 1420x1560 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

260/230

260/230

300 KG 1320x1360 1000x1200 800 60 60 260/230

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department.

External dimensions of the cabin, to be deducted thickness of decoration chosen for useful measures

With cabin bus door, add 30mm to the bottom

For double boarding 180º add 40mm to the bottom of the hole

For double boardin 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Light curtain + semi-automatic door - lateral chassis

Useful load
Speed
Motor power
Max travel
Pit
Headroom

General characteristics

Technical specifications
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AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W1(mm) W2(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1020x1360

385 KG 1220x1760 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

260/230

260/230

300 KG 1120x1560 1000x1200 800 60 60 260/230

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department. 

External dimensions of the cabin, to be deducted thickness of decoration chosen for useful measures

With cabin bus door, add 30mm to the bottom

For double packing 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Light curtain + semi-automatic door - in back chassis

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1250x1250

385 KG 1450x1650 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

260/230

260/230

300 KG 1400x1450 1000x1200 800 60 60 260/230

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department. 

External dimensions of the cabin, to be deducted thickness of decoration chosen for useful measures

For double boarding at 180º, add 100mm to the bottom

For double packing 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Automatic doors - lateral chassis
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HIBRILIFT - TURNED PULLEY

By turning the pulley of the head, we reduce the necessary width of the gap up to 650mm.

HIBRILIFT - LARGE LOADS

We can reach up to 2,000kgs of payload with a single piston and up to 10,000kgs with double piston.

HIBTP

HIBLL

Other configurations
31



Finishes
For this low speed lift model, we can choose any finish from the cabin catalog; walls in melamine, laminate, pano-
ramic, etc., rubber floors, linoleum, granites, Silestone, etc.
The most complete and customizable catalog.

UNDER ROOF
Frosted stainless steel tray
with low power LED
spotlights.

Melamine walls
Oregon Siena on the sides
and Indigo Oregon in the
background with 3/4 mirror.

WALLS

Linoleum. Black wood.
FLOOR

CHLOE

UNDER ROOF
Frosted stainless steel tray
with low power LED
spotlights.

WALLS

Silestone.
Crema Minerva.

FLOOR

OLYMPIA

Bronze and Pearl White 
laminate walls with
3/4 back mirror
in central module.
LED in rear corners.
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Central with progressive valves
Manual pump for emergency climb

Emergency lowering button
Overload pressure switch

Pressure Gauge
Oil gauge

Cutting key
The best comfort level

Configurable electronic maneuver
Pulsation maintained in the cabin (without doors)
Pulse once in cabin (with doors)
Installation with complete preassembly
Automatic plant leveling
Emergency lowering system due to electrical failure
Timed Plant Forwarding
Automatic reset
Shaft signals by magnetic detectors and magnets
Auto Timer Cab Light
Full review operation panel

Equipment

Light curtain for security in cabin boarding
with 94 beams
12 vdc supply voltage
2,000 mm protection height
(series)

Cabin (car) acces

Automatic cabin door bus.
We also offer the posibility of landing bus doors 

(optional)

Automatic door opener
Adjustable angle and opening speed and open residence time
Only need one per boarding.
(optional)

Landing doors
Semi-automatic door with finish
in primer
Peephole with reinforced safety glass
Decorative aluminum profiles
E60 fire resistance
Approved elevator lock
Exterior button panel in door fence
Optional in stainless steel,
large peephole and total glass

2, 3 or 4-leaf automatic doors
VVVF cabin operator

Standard finish stainless steel cabin door
Optional large peephole or total glass.

Standard finish epoxy landing door.
Optional stainless steel, large sight glass or total glass.

(optional)
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Single speed valve group with adjustable valves for soft stop.  

Low noise emissions. Pump with spindle and submerged. 

Emergency lowering system in case of power failure, with option to open automa-
tic doors, if applicable.

SILSILVERLIFT
Low speed hydraulic lift 0.15 m/s.

Hydraulic low speed lift 0.15 m/s. The most versatile, where performance and design come together to achieve a unique 
and exclusive product. A personalized study of each installation allows us to obtain the best result for each client.

34

Maximum elevator shaft optimization.

Possibility of special pit of up to 100mm and headroom of 2,250mm without doors in 
the cabin, up to 150mm of pit and 2,500mm of headroom with automatic doors.



 Up to 385 kgs
0,15 m/s

3 cv
18 mts

      Standard 200 mm / upt to 100 mm without car doors / 150mm autom.
Hasta 2.250 mm without car doors / 2.500mm autom.

Useful load
(KG) 225 320 385

Capacity
(persons) 3 4 5

Suspension 2:1

Speed 0,30 m/s

Power
kW(CV) 1,5 (2,0)

Ø Pulley
(mm) 320 320 320

Nº y Ø Cables
(mm) 4x8 4x8 4x8

Guide rails

Distance
between fastenings 1.500 mm

T-82/9

1,5 (2,0) 2,2 (3,0)

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1220x1160

385 KG 1420x1560 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

280/240

280/240

300 KG 1320x1360 1000x1200 800 60 60 280/240

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department.

With cabin bus door, add 30mm to the bottom

For double boarding 180º add 40mm to the bottom of the hole

For double packing 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Light curtain + semi-automatic door - lateral chassis

Useful load
Speed
Motor power
Max travel
Pit
Headroom

General characteristics

Technical specifications
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AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W1(mm) W2(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1020x1360

385 KG 1220x1760 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

280/240

280/240

300 KG 1120x1560 1000x1200 800 60 60 280/240

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department.

With cabin bus door, add 30mm to the bottom

For double boarding 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Light curtain + semi-automatic door - in back chassis

AHxFH(mm) ACxFC(mm) PL(mm) W(mm) L(mm) C(mm)

225 KG 1250x1250

385 KG 1450x1650 1100x1400

900x1000 700

800

60

60

60

60

280/240

280/240

300 KG 1400x1450 1000x1200 800 60 60 280/240

Guidance measures, for other configurations consult our technical department.

For double boarding at 180º, add 100mm to the bottom

For double boarding 90º and triple boarding, consult our technical department

Automatic doors - lateral chassis
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SILVERLIFT - TURNED PULLEY

By turning the pulley of the head, we reduce the necessary width of the gap up to 650mm.

SILVERLIFT - LARGE LOADS

We can reach up to 2,000kgs of payload with a single piston and up to 10,000kgs with double piston.

SILTP

SILLL

Other configurations
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Finishes
For this low speed lift model, we can choose any skinplate color. For the pavement, rubber, linoleum, granites, 
Silestone, etc.
Affordable finishes with more elegance.

UNDER ROOF
Frosted stainless steel tray
with low power LED
spotlights.

Direct skinplate modules.
White wood and
gray wood with 3/4 mirror.

WALLS

Black Linoleum. 
FLOOR

POSEIDON

UNDER ROOF
Frosted stainless steel tray
with low power LED
spotlights.

WALLS

Stone Linoleum.
FLOOR

CALYPSO

Direct skinplate modules.
Beech wood. 
Mirror. 
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Central with 1 speed valve
Manual pump for emergency climb

Emergency lowering button
Overload pressure switch

Pressure Gauge
Oil gauge

Cutting key

Configurable electronic maneuver
Pulsation maintained in the cabin (without doors)
Pulse once in cabin (with doors)
Installation with complete preassembly
Automatic plant leveling
Emergency lowering system due to electrical failure
Timed Plant Forwarding
Automatic reset
Shaft signals by magnetic detectors and magnets
Auto Timer Cab Light
Full review operation panel. 

Equipment

Light curtain for security in cabin boarding
with 94 beams
12 vdc supply voltage
2,000 mm protection height
(series)

Cabin (car) acces

Automatic cabin door bus.
We also offer the posibility of landing bus doors 

(optional)

Automatic door opener
Adjustable angle and opening speed and open residence time
Only need one per boarding.
(optional)

Landing doors
Semi-automatic door with finish
in primer
Peephole with reinforced safety glass
Decorative aluminum profiles
E60 fire resistance
Approved elevator lock
Exterior button panel in door fence
Optional in stainless steel,
large peephole and total glass

2, 3 or 4-leaf automatic doors
VVVF cabin operator

Standard finish stainless steel cabin door
Optional large peephole or total glass.

Standard finish epoxy landing door.
Optional stainless steel, large sight glass or total glass.

(optional)

D
6

9

1
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SVVERTICAL STAIR LIFT

General characteristics
Useful load
Speed
Motor power
Maximum travel
Pit
Maximum number of stops
Maximum number of shipments  

315 kgs - Up to 385 kgs For wheelchair + companion
0,15 m/s with VVVF

2 cv
3 mts

       100mm
3
2

It is a vertical stair lift designed to save vertical slopes of up to 3 meters, both for interiors and outside.
It has the cabinet integrated in the column, frequency inverter and UPS for automatic rescue in case
power failure. The most complete stairlift.

MADERA CLARA

Column width: 220mm.
Hydraulic and electrical cabinet integrated in the side of the column.
100% programmable control and record of incidents.
Automatic rescue system using UPS.
2CV submerged motor and silent spindle pump.
Control uphill through VVVF and two speeds downhill.
Constant pulsation system.
Anti-crushing device under platform.
Adjustable pressure switch.
Safety gear valve.
Weatherproof finishes by default: stainless steel and galvanized.
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Finishes
You can choose any of these skinplate colors, both for the side of the keypad panel and for the center of the 
column. The rest will be in graphite black.

GRISBLANCO IMITACIÓN INOX BLANCO JASPEADO

MADERA BLANCA
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LOADING PLATAFORMS
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Conceived for vertical movement of loads, with 1,200 mm height protections.
Hydraulic actuation and sliding by rollers, guaranteeing precise and smooth movements.

PLATLOADING PLATAFORMS

Our plataforms, exclusively used for cargo, are manufactured in accordance with the highest safety requirements, 
being able to incorporate instantaneus safety gear to avoid cable loosening or maximum and minimum pressure switch. 
As an option, they can be equipped with a double micro-leveling motor.

General characteristics
Useful load
Speed
Motor power
Maximum travel
Pit
Maximum number of stops
Maximum number of shipments  

From 100 to 2.000kgs.
0,10-0,20 m/s

From 1 to 7,5 cv
16 mts

      From 200 to 700 mm
6
3

SINGLE PISTON PLATAFORMPLAT1

APxFP(mm) AHxFH(mm) C(mm) F(mm) CV*

100 KG 800x800

500 KG

1000 KG

2000 KG

1000x1200

1200x1500

1750x1750 1800x2225

1250x1745

1050x1425

850x975 150

200

220

250

200

300

450

600

1

2

3

5

250 KG

750 KG

1500 KG

1000x1000

1200x1200

1500x1500 1550x1750

1250x1425

1050x1250 150

200

250

200

400

500

1

2,5

4

C

C

RE
CO

RR
ID

O
F

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our dtpo. technical

* Approx. at 0.10m / s
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Double piston plataforms use double colums and allow higher loads and dimensions. They have a 
hydraulic and guide double system to guarantee an efficient balance when transporting loads.

DOUBLE PISTON PLATAFORMPLAT2

General characteristics
Useful load
Speed
Motor power
Maximum travel
Pit
Maximum number of stops
Maximum number of shipments  

From 2.000 to 6.000kgs.
0,10-0,20 m/s

From 5,5 to 20,5 cv
12 mts

      From 500 to 700 mm
6
2

APxFP(mm) AHxFH(mm) C(mm) F(mm) CV*

2000 KG 2000x3000

3000 KG

4000 KG

6000 KG

2500x5000

3000x5500

3500x6000 4100x6050

3550x5550

3000x5050

2500x3050 500

500

550

600

500

600

700

700

6

9

12,5

17

2500 KG

3500 KG

5000 KG

2500x3000

2500x5500

3000x6000 3550x6050

3000x5550

3000x3050 500

500

550

500

600

700

8

10

15

RE
CO

RR
ID

O
F

AP+C

FP

Orientative measures, for other configurations consult with our dtpo. technical

* Approx. at 0.10m / s
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STRUCTURES
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EST SELF BEARING STRUCTURES

Maximum height
Maximum load
Elevators type
Location
Panel enclosure
Epoxy paint finish color
Mounting
Sealed

26  Mts
600 kg useful load 

Hydraulic and electrical without machine room 
Indoor and outdoor

Veneer or laminated glass (clear or translucent)
Any of the RAL range 

Screwed
Same RAL silicone 

General characteristics

Our self-supporting structure for lifts and elevators is a perfect solution compared to traditional shaft closures made  
by welding and finishing on site. The production of the structures in the factory by means of precision machines 
numericaly controled, makes that the product reaches the installation with a maximum mechanical quality and 
precision. The last process goes through the epoxy paint tunnel, where a variety of colors makes a total integration 
into the building in addition to providing high protection against oxidation and corrosion.

Analysis of mechanical resistance carried out by the Technological Institute of 
Aragon.
Certificate No. 2600_I090146

Test report of resistance to fire of polyester epoxy powder paint according to UNE 
23721: 90 carried out by the Technical Center for Fire.

Corrosion test report in a neutral salt-mist chamber according to DIN 50021 carried 
out by Chemetall. Result: 216 hours.

Certificate of Conformity EN 1090-1: 2009 + A1: 2011
Certificate No. 2375 / CPR / 17/0504
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RAL colors

RAL 9010
WHITE

RAL 7032
CREAM PEBBLE GRAY

RAL 9006
GRAY

RAL 9005
BLACK

RAL 3004
BORDEAUX

RAL 7016
ANTHRACITE GRAY

RAL 6005
INDUSTRIAL GREEN

RAL 5013
COBALT BLUE

STANDARD OPCIONAL
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Possible configurations

BLIND SHEET
SIMPLE TRAY

BLIND SHEET
DOUBLE TRAY

PERFORATED PLATE
SIMPLE TRAY

PERFORATED PLATE
DOUBLE TRAY

TRANSPARENT CRYSTAL
SIMPLE TRAY

TRANSPARENT CRYSTAL
DOUBLE TRAY

MATTED CRYSTAL
 SIMPLE TRAY

MATTED CRYSTAL
 DOUBLE TRAY
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BOTOPERATION PANELS

LIFTMODULAR encompasses all the components that make up the cabin and landing buttons.

After many years of experience working with a material like zamac, we have obtained a product of high quality
and resistance, as well as innovative designs.

The great advantage of LIFTMODULAR is the immense amount of possibilities and configurations that we can
achieve.

Plus

Our cabin operation panel is composed of interchangeable modules 
in zamac, this allows us multiple combinations, varying the finishes,
distribution and push button models.

Thanks to this new concept of modules, it makes the cabin operation 
panel a product totally open to the future demands of the market.

The new modular operation panel plus that we design to comply:

exonomic: Optimized production costs to offer a low price for the 
clients.

big: 20mm larger and longer terminals for any display to fit in. Bigger 
measure from the edge of the keypad for better fitment.

versatile: Being all 65mm multiple modules, they can be exchanged 
between them according to need or design.

configurable: Thanks to the compatibility of all modules with each 
other, the configurations are almost endless.

robust: The thickness of the modules has been increased to give it 
greater consistency. 

complete: The experience gained thanks to the excellent acceptance
in the market, has allowed us to evolve the keypad, getting the best
benefits.

Modular nickel,
graphite button

Modular graphite,
nickel button
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Optionally, you can place a luminous fence with 12v LED
technology.

This option gives our cabin operation panel a much more 
modern and exclusive look.

In addition, this fence can function as an
emergency light.

The available LED lights are white and blue.

The model L6 landing operation panel are manufactured in 
zamac, with the most standard configuration on the market, 
luminous call button and directional arrows flush.

There is the possibility of supplying them with other
compositions, since the zamac allows its post-injection
mechanization.

The installation of tens of thousands of units in our elevators,
makes it a product with the maximum guarantee and totally
contrasted.

L6 graphite,
graphite button

L6 nickel,
nickel button
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Notes





HEADQUARTERS
C/ Calidad, 46 Pol. Ind. Los Olivos
28906 GETAFE (MADRID)

FABRICATION FACILITIES
Ctra. Madrid-Valencia, km. 93
16420 VILLARRUBIO (CUENCA)
SPAIN

Tlf   + 34 91 684 20 90
Fax + 34 91 683 36 82

.com

lifttechnik@lifttechnik.com

@ _sa


